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SOFIA GUBAIDULINA’S SERIAL MUSICUDC 781.712.8

The name Sofia Gubaidulina is typically not 
associated with serial music, but she experimented with 
the technique early in her career and never returned to 
it. This article examines three of her serial works. The 
first part situates Gubaidulina’s serial music in the 
context of the Soviet avant-garde of the 1960s. The 
second part examines her use of serial techniques in 
specific works: her piano sonata, five etudes for harp, 
percussion and double bass, the cantata A night in 
Memphis, and the Toccata-troncata for piano. The final 
part of the article examines how her treatment of pitch 
material evolved in the wake of her experiments with 
serialism.

Peter Schmelz (2005) chronicles the arrival of 
serialism in the Soviet Union beginning in the 
mid-1950s. Of the avant-garde techniques that 

poured into the Soviet Union, serialism was quickly 
adopted by many young composers, including Andrei 
Volkonsky, Edison Denisov, and Alfred Schnittke. 
Volkonsky, generally credited as the first Soviet serial 
composer, admits that he actually misunderstood the 
twelve-tone technique.1 His misunderstanding led to a 
uniquely Soviet approach to serialism that was propagated 
among others in his circle, including Gubaidulina. Schmelz 
interviewed Volkonsky about his approach to serialism in 
his first serial work, Musica Stricta (1956):

I decided that I didn’t understand [twelve-tone] 
techniques very well. I understood [them] in principle. But 
there [in Musica Stricta] I did everything incorrectly. And 
it’s good that I did it incorrectly. Because there are octaves, 
for example, which Schoenberg forbade, and there are also 
triads, which he also forbade. But I simply didn’t know 
that; I thought that I had written a twelve-tone composition. 
And it’s true that [those technique] exist in places [in the 
piece]. But I named it Musica Stricta because of the strict 
techniques, although I used them entirely according to my 
own manner” (Schmelz 2005;171).

That Volkonsky misunderstood and to some extent 
propagated his misunderstandings through his works 
suggests that the earliest approaches to serialism in the 
Soviet Union were indeed unique.

In contrast to canonical “Schoenbergian” serialism, 
where a single row and its transformations govern an entire 
composition, Soviet serialism initially used a variety of 
independent rows in the same composition. This approach 
was called “the technique of rows” by the Russian theorist 
Yuri Kholopov. Kholopov described the “technique of 
series,” which uses an ordered collection of fewer than 12 

notes. Kholopov also posited the notion of “twelve-
toneness” for atonal music in general that was not strictly 
twelve-tone or serial (Schmelz 2004; 324–326). 
Occasionally, rows were used to contrast more stable, 
typically tonal material. This is the case in much of 
Shostakovich’s serial music (Schmelz 2004). Here, the row 
is more like a symbol of atonality, which then “resolved” 
to tonality. Finally, there was, of course, Schoenbergian 
serialism, called “dodecaphony.”

Gubaidulina was one of the last of her generation to 
experiment with serialism — her first serial works came 
some ten years after Volkonsy’s initial attempts — and she 
produced only a few works that used the technique. For 
Gubaidulina, serialism was not an aesthetic, but rather a 
technique to be mastered, like sixteenth-century 
counterpoint or fugue. It was part of the past that she and 
other composers of her generation felt that they were 
denied. Gubaidulina referred to herself several times as a 
“filter:” one who absorbs the techniques around her and 
keeps only that which is valuable to her. She argued that it 
was not our job to create new techniques, but rather to find 
new ways of using old techniques.2 Once she mastered a 
technique, she quickly abandoned it, retaining only those 
aspects of it that were useful to her. Her earliest attempts 
at serial music appear in the sonata for piano (1965) and 
the five etudes for harp, percussion, and double bass 
(1965). The cantata A night in Memphis (1968) represents 
her most thorough exploration of the technique. Remnants 
of serialism can be found in some of her works of the early 
1970s. In this article, I will examine her piano sonata, the 
fifth of the five etudes, and selections from A night in 
Memphis. I conclude by looking briefly at a work from the 
early 1970s that is not serial per se, but shows residue of 
the technique.

The piano sonata represents her first attempts to 
grapple with the technique. It is also one of her last pieces 
to employ fairly traditional formal structures.3 Some 
“compartments” of the form are filled with fairly diatonic 
or freely atonal pitch material; others feature fairly liberal 
use of the twelve-tone method. For the purposes of this 
article, I am going to discuss the movements out of order, 
beginning with the second movement (the most 
straightforwardly serial), proceeding to the third movement 
and then concluding with the first movement, which is the 
least serial of the three.

The second movement provides a clear introduction to 
Gubaidulina’s serial techniques. The musical material is 
largely gestural, almost recitative-like. The form is best 
described as A B cadenza A’. The movement begins with 
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a C#-minor triad in the bass that is tied over from the first 
movement. The second chord of the movement, marked 
with a fermata introduces the first five notes of the row.4

The remaining seven notes are presented in m. 3 and 
sustained through m. 4. Measure 5 contains a statement of 
RI2, which is sustained into m. 6. 

In m. 7, there is another 11-note gesture in the left hand 
and a sustained E-flat in the right hand. The material in this 
measure is generated by the I3 form of the row. This E-flat 
is the principal pitch class of this row form and it is the only 
pitch class not included in the 11-note gesture. Gubaidulina 
repeats the E-flat in the right hand over two subsequent 
gestures. Both of these gestures include the E-flat, 
“doubling” it in the lower register, and neither of the row 
forms features E-flat as the primary (first) pitch class. 
Clearly, Gubaidulina finds the repetition or emphasis of a 
particular pitch class unproblematic, contrary to what many 
people hold as a fundamental aspect of the serial aesthetic. 
Her nonchalance may be a result of the “misreading” of 
serialism by Volkonsky, or it may simply be Gubaidulina’s 
appropriating the fundamentals of serialism for her own 
purposes.

Example 1.  E-flat as a pitch center; 
Piano sonata, mvt. III, m. 10

After four measures of repetition, the E-flat continues 
to be prominent and it is elaborated by neighboring tones 
that result from the I3 form of the row. Example 1 shows a 
graphic representation of the symmetrical pitch 
arrangement in m. 10. This symmetry helps establish E-flat 
as a pitch center for the passage. The E-flat creates an 
inversional axis around which D and F-flat are balanced. 
The F natural on beat two acts as a neighbor note, 
embellishing the E-flat. The quarter-note chord on the 
second beat is not exactly inversionally balanced, but 
certainly suggests inversional symmetry.

Serialism is abandoned temporarily at rehearsal cue 4 
(m. 20), which Cojbasic (1999) labels as the beginning of 
the B section. The E-flat continues to exert its influence, 
which wanes substantially over the next ten measures. A 
written-out cadenza in m. 30 features a chromatic segment 
consisting of F, Gb, and G at the bottom of the bass clef in 
tandem with notes plucked inside the piano. The excessive 
repetition of these three pitches emphasizes them, against 
the spirit of serial organization; their extremely chromatic 
nature results in their being markers of atonality.

The A’ section returns with its emphasis on E-flat, but 
the left-hand figuration is now absent. The movement ends 
with a statement of R1 in quarter notes, suggesting a pitch 
palindrome that structures the movement. This is not unlike 
how she ends the fifth of the five etudes, to be discussed 
below.

The third movement uses the same row as the second 
movement. Gubaidulina gradually introduces the notes of 
P1 through a sort of rhythmic ostinato. At the opening of 
the movement, the ostinato consists of only three pitches: 
C#1, D1, and C2. The opening gesture is characterized by 
interval class 1, manifest as a neighbor motion from C#1 
to D1 and as a large leap from C#1 to C2. Measure 6 
(rehearsal 1) introduces five new pitches: a chord consisting 
of F#, G, and A, and a descending chromatic figure that 
moves from E3 to E-flat3. The final four pitch classes of 
the row are introduced in m. 9.

The gradual introduction of the twelve pitch classes 
over roughly ten measures suggest that, for Gubaidulina, 
the twelve-tone method is not about avoiding the focus on 
a particular pitch. The quasi-ostinato that opens the third 
movement clearly asserts the C#-C dyad as central. 
Similarly, the prominence of the E-flat in the second 
movement, despite the changing row forms underneath it, 
creates a centricity which canonical twelve-tone music 
typically avoids.

The first movement exhibits very little in the way of 
serial structure. The movement is in a loose sonata-allegro 
form. There are freely atonal motives that are subjected to 
characteristic twelve-tone operators, but the movement 
also features two very centric practices: frequent ostinati 
and diatonic collections.

The fifth movement of the five etudes is one of the 
more strict treatments of serialism in Gubaidulina’s oeuvre. 
Example 2 shows the unfolding of the row over the course 
of the first five measures. Only one row governs the 
movement and most of the musical material in the 
movement is derived from this row. The double bass begins 
the movement with the first statement of the row, P5. The 
double bass simply cycles through various forms of the row 
in a quarter-note walking bass line. Each row statement in 
the bass part begins one half step lower (or eleven half 
steps higher) than the last pitch of the preceding row: these 
pitches appear in boldface type in Example 2. In contrast 
to her use of the row to create ostinati and other sonorities 
that we can latch onto in the piano sonata, here Gubadulina 
uses the row to disorient the listener. The consistent 
quarter-note rhythm—even in the face of changing time 
signatures and the sophisticated rhythms in the harp part—
combined with the seemingly arbitrary choice of row forms 
affords the listener little aural traction.

When the harp enters in m. 5, the musical material is 
derived from R10. This entrance coincides with the double 
bass beginning its second row form, RI10. The two related 
row forms yield two pitches shared between the parts — G 
and C#--which provide an element of unity between the 
parts. This overlap is highlighted in Example 2.
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Example 2.  Overlapping row forms in etude no. 5

The second row form in the harp, P11, begins in m. 9. 
Of interest here is the junction between the two row forms. 
As with the junctions in the double bass parts, the two row 
forms are connected by a semitone. Gubaidulina actually 
omits a pitch from R10 in her joining of the two rows: R10
would normally end with the pitch classes 5, 3, 11, 10; P11
begins with 11, 0, 4, 6. Pitch class 11 serves as the “pivot 
note” between the two row forms at the expense of pitch 
class 10 in this passage.

The ending of this movement is of particular interest. 
At rehearsal 7, a marimba enters with a sustained A-flat. 
The double bass begins a statement of R6 but ceases after 
only three notes. The marimba continues its melody, which 
is composed of the pitch classes of R5. R5 is one semitone 
below the row begun by the double bass, and it is the 
retrograde of the very first row statement (P5) presented by 
the double bass. The double bass resumes R6 seven 
measures after rehearsal 7.

Gubaidulina’s cantata A night in Memphis represents 
the zenith of her serial writing. The work was written in 
1968 and premiered in 1971. It underwent subsequent 
revisions and the new version was premiered in 1988. The 
piece was revised a third time in 1992 and re-premiered 
later that year. The text consists of Russian translations of 
ancient Egyptian texts. I do not know the extent of the 
revisions: this analysis examines the most recent version. 

The row on which this piece is based is fairly 
unremarkable; however, Gubaidulina’s treatment of the 
row is unusual. To create new row forms in this piece, 
Gubaidulina relies not only on the traditional twelve-tone 
operators, but she also uses rotation. The rotational 
techniques found in these works are not identical to the 
ones posited by Krenek (Krenek 1960) and adopted by 
Stravinsky (see, for example, Straus 2001); rather, 
Gubaidulina uses a simpler strategy. For example, to 
generate the row that governs the sixth movement, 
Gubaidulina takes the initial row of the entire work, P8, and 
inverts it and transposes that to yield I10. The last pitch class 
of I10, 5, is then brought around to the beginning of the 
series, producing a new row. The hexachords of the new 
row belong to different set classes than the corresponding 
hexachords in the original row, and the subset content in 
general varies considerably between the original row and 
the new row. Example 3 illustrates this procedure.

Example 3.  Rotation as a means 
of generating new pitch-class material

This rotational technique is taken to the extreme in the 
opening of the sixth movement. The sixth movement opens 
with the strings divided into twelve parts, and each 
instrument has one pitch of the row. Example 4 contains a 
durational reduction of the opening of this movement. 
Reading vertically from first violin number 1 down to third 
viola, the row is 5 10 9 11 4 0 6 1 8 7 2 3. All of the pitches 
sound in the same octave, from F4 to F#5. The row unfolds 
melodically over the course of the next eleven measures in 
the same order as it is stated registrally in m. 1. The second 
note in violin I-1 is 10; the third note is 9; etc.

Example 4.  A night in Memphis, movement 6

Gubaidulina only wrote a few strictly serial works, but 
her subsequent music still features some elements of serial 
procedures. The Toccata-troncata was composed in 1971, 
not long after Gubaidulina moved away from serialism. 
The opening of the piece features a twelve-tone row. The 
material in m. 3 resembles a twelve-tone row, but only ten 
notes are stated before repetition sets in. This row is not 
related to the initial row. Subsequent musical material 
resembles the row that opened the piece, but is not a strict 
transposition or inversion of it.

A study of Gubaidulina’s serial music is an important 
step to understanding her evolving treatment of pitch 
materials. Her earliest works were freely atonal and 
contained some vestiges of tonality. Her encounter with 
serialism was liberating in a way. Despite being a system 
of rigorous order, it provided her (and her contemporaries) 
with a form of musical rebellion against the state, as well 
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as a method by which she could reclaim the musical past 
denied her by the sanctions imposed on the avant-garde.

Not long after abandoning serialism, Gubaidulina 
formed the Astraea ensemble with her compatriots Victor 
Suslin and Viatcheslav Artyomov. The ensemble 
improvised collectively on a variety of folk instruments. 
The group began rather informally in Artyomov’s 
apartment but eventually evolved into a regular engagement 
for its members. The group performed throughout Russia—
in both concert halls and jazz clubs—and acquired 
numerous new and exotic instruments (Kurtz; 119–123).

In many ways, this shift took Gubaidulina to the 
aesthetic pole that was entirely opposite of serialism: she 
moved from total order to little or no order at all. Dots,
lines, and zig-zags, composed in 1976, is perhaps the 
clearest example of her improvisational explorations. The 
piece, which is scored for bass clarinet and piano, is almost 
entirely unmeasured in the sense that there is no time 
signature given. The only time signatures in the piece 
appear in the bass clarinet part near the end of the piece 
beginning at rehearsal number 22. Gubaidulina includes 
rests of six different durations, but the durations are not 
specified; rather, they range from shortest to longest. The 
score specifies some pitches to be played, but in many 
cases the pitches are bent or trilled or slid into or out of, 
rendering them indeterminate. Furthermore, during the 
opening of the piece, the bass clarinetist is instructed to sit 

at the piano and depress the sustain pedal, resulting in 
sympathetic vibration of the piano strings with the notes 
coming from the bass clarinet.

In later works, like the string trio (1988) and the second 
string quartet (1987-88), Gubaidulina subverts pitch 
altogether, producing works that project a single pitch for 
several minutes at a time with only changes in timbre and 
rhythm for variety. Her second string quartet, premiered in 
1987 by the Sibelius String quartet, offers an example of 
this. The movement opens with the second violin playing 
a long, sustained G4. The cello interjects with more G4s, 
played alternately ordinario and sul ponticello. The first 
violin enters, also playing short G4s ordinario and sul 
ponticello. The only variety in the opening of the work 
comes from the changing timbre of the first violin, cello, 
and later viola, and the occasional chromatic neighbor 
figure that surrounds G4. For nearly a minute and a half, 
the only pitch we hear is G4.

In this article I have shown how and to some extent, 
why Gubaidulina employed serial techniques in her early 
music. I have sketched some directions for future research 
into the pitch organization of her music. I hope to have 
stimulated interest into future study of this composer’s 
music which, despite its popularity in the concert hall, has 
not been studied as thoroughly and as carefully as it 
deserves to be.

NOTES

1 Joseph Straus (1990) suggests that much music in the 20th century 
can be understood as a creative “misreading” of a preexisting work of 
art. In the case of many of the composers Straus discusses, the 
misreading seems to be a deliberate attempt by the composer to grapple 
with his or her artistic heritage. In the case of the Soviet serialists, the 
methodology they developed resulted from an unintentional 
misunderstanding of serial techniques, despite their conscious effort to 
reclaim their romanticized past, as Schmelz (2005, 141) suggests.

2 Kurtz 2007 explains her late adoption of the technique and her 
reasons for abandoning it in detail.

3 Cojbasic 1999 includes a comprehensive analysis of the form of 
this piece and examines the pitch content in terms of set classes. She 
makes no mention of the serial organization, but some of her analyses 
suggest serial techniques.

4 I am using a fixed-0 system of pitch-class labeling where pc C is 
always represented by 0. Row forms are labeled according to the first 
pc of the row, not according to any kind of temporal or structural 
prominence. Retrogrades are identified by the first pitch of the prime 
or inversion form; thus, R6 is the retrograde of P6.
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